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Rationale 
“Venus is the “Terra Incognita” of the inner solar system … Venus 

remains supremely important for understanding the formation 
and evolution of terrestrial planets. Although it is Earth’s twin in 
size (and possibly bulk composition), Venus is fundamentally 
different in its surface geology and tectonics, its geological 
history, and the composition and dynamics of its atmosphere. 
Why is Venus not like Earth? Or, why is Earth not like Venus? 
The differences between these near-twin planets must contain 
clues about the evolution of terrestrial planets in general, and 
will place constraints on potential habitability of terrestrial 
planets and the detectability and habitability of planets circling 
other stars. 

“We understand little of Venus’ origins and evolution, in great part 
because we know little about the chemistry of its surface 
materials and near-surface environment.” 



Background 
•  Purposes  

–  assess current knowledge of Venus’ geochemistry, 
–  to consider Earth-based investigations (laboratory 

and theoretical) that will enhance understanding of 
current data and enable future investigations, 

–  to explore concepts for spacecraft instruments and 
missions that will increase knowledge of Venus’ 
geochemistry, and 

–  to energize and reconstitute the Venus 
geochemistry community in preparation for future 
spacecraft investigations. 

•  Encouraged, supported by A. Ocampo 
•  Logistics from LPI, JSC, A. Ocampo 



~50 attendees, Gilruth Center JSC 



~12 students, JPL support! 



Sessions 
•  Geological and Geophysical Constraints 
•  Chemical Analyses and Planetary Inferences 
•  Atmosphere and Surface-Atmosphere 

Interaction  
•  Current Missions and Future Instruments  
•  Venus as a Terrestrial Planet – and What to 

Do About It 
•  Open Floor - Needed Geochemical Data and 

Investigations 



Highlights 
•  Geology: Tesserae are prime unknown 
•  Surface Chemistry: Analyses highly 

uncertain, but speculation unimpeded 
•  Atmosphere - Surface: Complex S chemistry. 
•  Current - Future: Müller/Helbert on VIRTIS, 

upcoming NIR, LIBS, & Raman instruments  
•  Venus as a Terrestrial Planet: Venus as a 

type example of their evolution, in contrast to 
Earth; exo-planets.  



Geochemical Needs & Desires 
“The Geochemistry of Desire” 

•  Landed Missions: 
– Quality of geochemical data should be, and 

can be, greatly improved over pioneering 
efforts of Venera / VEGA. 

– Site selection is important - must include 
composition of lowermost atmosphere; 
strong desire for site in tesserae. 



Needs & Desires II 
•  Laboratory Measurements I: 

– Optical properties of gases! 
– Optical properties of rocks minerals and 

coatings at Venus p-T-X 
•  Being addressed by Helbert and others.  

– E & M Properties at radar wavelengths! 
•  Silicate mineral ε at T are poorly known  

•  Better constraints on low ε highlands  

– Gas reaction kinetics 



Needs & Desires III 
•  Laboratory Measurements II: 

– Gas - solid reaction kinetics 
•   atmosphere - basalt glass 
•   atmosphere - minerals (e.g., olivine, ilmenite) 
•   element diffusion rates in minerals, rocks, & 

regolith at Venus surface T 
– Stability & properties of ionic melts (e.g., 

halide, carbonate, sulfate)  
– Thermochemical properties of some 

minerals.   
– Physical & mechanical properties at p T 



Needs & Desires IV 
•  Earth Analog Studies: 

–  Origins of similar-composition lavas 
–  Equilibria and rates of dry lo-P metamorphism 

•  Technology Enhancements 
–  See Kolawa report.  
–  Not keen on a facility environmental chamber!  

•  “The Venus Geochemistry workshop attendees noted the 
need for environmental chambers that are capable of 
reproducing Venus surface conditions: pressure, 
temperature, and gas composition. Many such chambers 
are now in use in laboratories across the world, and can be 
specific to the needs of particular measurements or 
experiments. The attendees saw no need, from the 
perspective of geochemistry, for large chambers such as 
could be used for spacecraft system tests. However, if such 
chambers were available, they could be used to good 
advantage in geochemical precursor investigations.” 



Did the Workshop Succeed ? 
•  Did assess current knowledge, consider 

Earth-based investigations, present a few 
mission and instrument concepts. 

•  But, did it revitalize Venus geochemistry? 
– Participants happy, but does that translate?  
– Workshop too late to affect 2009 LPSC, 

NASA Proposals (Cosmo, PGG) 
– No obvious effect on AGU abstracts  
– Likely examples from personal experience  

•  Audrey Martin (post-doc at JSC) ionic melts 
•  Juliane Gross (post-doc at LPI) mineral solubilities 




